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New Paradigms for Emerging Issues
Topics:
§ What are key areas that regulators are looking into?
§ How are people reacting to these emerging issues?
§ As AI and big data applications impacting life and liberty become more pervasive,
what are the legal and ethical issues that need to be addressed?
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Key Areas for Regulators - Singapore
Reviews will support objectives of supporting data-driven innovation yet strengthening
organizational accountability and consumer trust
§ Enhancing data security
– Mandatory breach reporting, treatment of ID numbers, cloud services

§ AI governance frameworks
– Model Governance Framework 2.0, Trusted Data Sharing Framework
– Responsible use of biometric technology

§ Data portability and data innovation
§ Potential updates to the PDPA
– Enhancing enforcement, accountability, bases of handling personal data
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Key Areas for Regulators – Costa Rica
§ Costa Rican Data Privacy Acts dates 2011 and its regulation from 2013, they do
not foresee specific provisions on AI.
§ The Data Protection Authority (PRODHAB) has mainly focused on addressing
claims and has not yet addressed specific challenges that AI faces.

Key Areas for Regulators - Canada
§

Consultation by Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada (OPC) on the treatment of AI under Canada’s federal
private sector privacy statute, the Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA).

§

AI presents fundamental challenges to foundational privacy principles in PIPEDA: (a) limiting collection; (b) purpose
specification; (c) retention period; (d) consent; and (e) transparency.

§

OPC proposals:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

definition of AI to clarify applicable legal rules
rights-based approach - data protection principles protect a broader fundamental human right to privacy
right to object to automated decision-making and not to be subject to decisions based solely on automated processing
right to explanation and increased transparency re: automated processing
Privacy by Design and Human Rights by Design in all phases of processing and data collection
compliance with purpose specification and data minimization principles should be realistic and effective
alternative grounds when obtaining meaningful consent is not practicable
flexibility in using non-identifiable information and protect against re-identification
ensure data and algorithmic traceability
mandate demonstrable accountability for the development and implementation of AI processing
empower OPC to issue binding orders and financial penalties for non-compliance

Privacy by Design – 7 foundational principles
Privacy
by
Design

7. Respect for
User Privacy
(User-Centric)

5. Full Lifecycle
Protection
6. Visibility &
Transparency

Developed in 2009 by Ann Cavoukian, Ph.D., Former
Information & Privacy Commissioner for Ontario,
Canada

4. Full
Functionality
(Positive-Sum)

1. Proactive &
Preventative

3. Privacy
Embedded into
Design

2. Privacy as
Default Setting

Emerging AI & Data Protection Issues
§ How to balance privacy rights and public health during the COVID-19 pandemic?
§ Can human rights and dignity be preserved when using automated processing
and decision-making?
§ Should technological advancement be suppressed by privacy rights?
§ Does public interest disclosure trump proprietary algorithms?

Emerging Issues & Reactions
§

§

Balancing privacy and public health during the COVID-19 pandemic
–

Singapore: TraceTogether app for contact tracing minimises the collection of personal data, uses temporary IDs,
lack of consent for handling of personal data for contact tracing within emergency exception

–

Costa Rica: Although privacy laws apply, informing the people about the situation is necessary. Therefore,
anonymization of data is key during this time.

–

Canada: OPC - “During a public health crisis, privacy laws still apply, but they are not a barrier to appropriate
information sharing.” Hesitancy re: collection, retention and abuse of biometric data.

Automated processing and decision-making
–

Singapore: Model Governance Framework released to guide organizations on approaches to AI adoption

–

Costa Rica: Our Government has implemented an app that helps individuals report their symptoms and medical
history and AI is used to determine whether the individual could be a risk patient and the Health Authorities can
monitor this individual closely.

–

Canada: Federal government criticized for lack of transparency in COVID-19 modelling. Now using a private
company’s big data analytics platform to help model and monitor spread of COVID-19, and inform government
decision-making. AI not yet used to make decisions on allocation of healthcare resources.
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Model AI Governance Framework (SG)

Source: Model AI Governance Framework 2.0, Singapore Personal Data Protection Commission

Government of Canada’s Directive on Automated
Decision-Making
§ Effective April 1, 2019 – compliance by April 1, 2020

Emerging Issues & Reactions (cont’d)
§

§

Technological advancements vs. privacy rights
–

Singapore: Enhanced accountability measures and enforcement powers being introduced, balanced against data portability
and innovation measures

–

Costa Rica: Most companies largely depend on Big Data to carry out their business and privacy laws are not being able to
catch up with this new demand

–

Canada: Transparency, strict parameters, policies, checks and balances should be in place for facial recognition tools to
prevent their abuse. Privacy commissioners investigating police’s use of facial recognition technology in child exploitation
investigations.

Public interest disclosure vs. proprietary algorithms
–

Singapore: MGF promotes transparency

–

Costa Rica: There are no initiatives on this specific matter in Costa Rica.

–

Canada: Expert panel report on legislative review of the Broadcasting Act recommends that all media content undertakings
(including foreign online streaming services such as Apple and Netflix) should have to report to the Canadian broadcasting
regulator (CRTC) on algorithms, AI-based processes and consumption data used to make content recommendations and
customize offerings.

New Portability & Innovation Obligations?
– New “Data Portability Obligation” that imposes on organizations, at the request of the
individual, the obligation to transmit to another organization the individual's data in its control or
possession in a commonly used machine-readable format.
– New “Data Innovation Provisions”:
§

§

§

Derived Data: Derived personal data (i.e. derived data which constitutes personal data within the meaning of
the PDPA) will not be subject to
–

access and correction obligations; and

–

proposed Data Portability Obligation.

Business Innovation purposes: Organizations may use personal data for "business innovation purposes"
without notifying individuals of and seeking consent to use their data for these purposes. Such purposes will
cover:
–

operational efficiency and service improvements;

–

product and service development; or

–

knowing customers better, but not extend to the use of data for sending direct marketing messages to customers.

However, for the collection or disclosure of personal data, whether for business innovation purposes or other
purposes, organizations must still notify and seek consent, unless there is an applicable exception to consent.

Legal & Ethical Issues
As AI & big data applications impacting life and liberty become more pervasive, what
are the legal and ethical issues that need to be addressed?
§ Should governments dictate ethical standards in AI/data analytics (AIDA)?
– What principles should apply?
– Parallels with medico-ethical regimes?

§ Universality of norms vs arms-race for technical superiority?
§ Enforceability vs black-boxing?
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AI/Data Governance Frameworks
§ Examples of some Asilomar ethical AI principles:
– Liberty and Privacy: The application of AI to personal data must not unreasonably curtail
people’s real or perceived liberty.
– Shared Benefit: AI technologies should benefit and empower as many people as possible.
– Shared Prosperity: The economic prosperity created by AI should be shared broadly, to
benefit all of humanity.
– Human Control: Humans should choose how and whether to delegate decisions to AI
systems, to accomplish human-chosen objectives.
– Non-subversion: The power conferred by control of highly advanced AI systems should
respect and improve, rather than subvert, the social and civic processes on which the
health of society depends.
– AI Arms Race: An arms race in lethal autonomous weapons should be avoided.

Human-centered AI
“To foster public trust and confidence in AI technologies and fully realize their potential, we are
committed to a human-centered approach to AI, guided by the G20 AI Principles drawn from
the OECD Recommendation on AI”, including the following principles:
•

inclusive growth, sustainable development and well-being

•

human-centered values and fairness

•

transparency and explainability

•

robustness, security and safety

•

accountability

G20 Ministerial Statement on Trade and
Digital Economy, June 2019

Other Ethics Frameworks
§ Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (“IEEE”) Standards Association’s

Ethically Aligned Design

§ European Commission’s Communication – Building Trust in Human-Centric

Artificial Intelligence

§ OECD’s Recommendation of the Council on Artificial Intelligence
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